READYTOGOVIRTUAL?
Ready to go Virtual?
This virtual coaching
programme makes
sure that the talent,
motivation and
experience of the
team does not lose
part of its value in
virtual translation.

Ready to go Virtual?

Who are we?
Campanile Management
Consulting is a Shanghaibased network of senior
consulting associates across
Asia and Europe. Our job is to
bring the latest intercultural
leadership know-how to global
businesses of all sizes in a
flexible and people-focused
manner. Our consultants are
multinational, multilingual and
bring experience in a wide
array of fields including
leadership, management,
foreign trade, diplomacy,
psychology, philosophy, law,
economics and more. Each of
us have at least a decade of
consulting experience in
multiple countries.

What do we do?
Since 2005, Campanile and its
associates have served over a
hundred multinational clients in
25+ countries. From fact finding
and assessment to coaching,
training and advising, we
accompany our clients along
their entire global leadership
journey.

For early adopters, remote work was a cool trend. Then, it became an upgrade for
teams and firms that grabbed its benefits early enough. Now it’s for survival. But
sudden changes put people under pressure and amplify both differences and
conflict, especially if they aren’t voluntary. When forced out of their comfort zones,
people argue, snap or withdraw, in virtual offices just like in brick-and-mortar ones.
Ready to go Virtual? is an executive coaching programme that combines a
brand new remote team effectiveness survey with our thoroughly tested threestep coaching method to accompany management teams to their next level of
virtual teamwork. Through assessing the virtual strengths and weaknesses of
international management teams, then enhancing what goes well and improving
challenging areas, the programme makes sure that the talent, motivation and
experience of the team does not lose part of its value in virtual translation.

The skills you need: Assessment + 7 hours of coaching
Awareness:
✓ Assess your team’s overall virtual readiness score.
✓ Find out if team members find, learn and adapt new methods fast enough.
✓ Evaluate how well the team cooperates and gets results through remote work.
Skills:
✓ Assign the right people to set goals, motivate, coordinate and evaluate tasks.
✓ Productively combine virtual communication and task-focused time.
✓ Create and align strength-based sub-teams for specific tasks.
Habits:
✓ Use the assessment result to launch ever new initiative, task and project.
✓ Improve trust and team spirit by creating virtual-work success stories.
✓ Develop leadership behaviours that help your team, clients and partners.
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READYTOGOVIRTUAL?
From self-awareness to productive habits
We start with awareness: Using the brand
new Remote Team Development Survey
developed by our strategy partner OD Tools,
we map the management team’s virtual work
strengths and weaknesses including
coordination, learning ability, team spirit and
technical aptitude. We use this fact-finding
round to align coaching activities with the
team’s industry, culture, current challenges
and strategic goals. Simply put, Campanile
never delivers the same programme twice.

This is not our first time:

Campanile founder Gabor Holch’s
keynote on Oriented Leadership in
Hangzhou, China

We focus on the right skills: Through 5
virtual team coaching sessions, each lasting
for an hour, we discuss the team’s virtual work
strengths and weaknesses, find ways to use
strengths more widely and consistently, and
learn specific skills to overcome problem
areas. Team members propose specific work
situations where we practice new skills and
create action plans with tasks assigned to
individual members. Between sessions, the
team brings new methods back to work and
tracks how cooperation and results change.

Intercultural leadership workshop
for a French firm’s global managers
in Seoul, South Korea

We build lasting habits: As virtual coaching
sessions alternate with work application, the
participating management team improves
through an on-the-job learning experience
whose impact lasts beyond the coaching. The
Remote Team Development Survey creates
team awareness of the most important
improvements to make. Team members keep
each other accountable of using new skills,
and pass them on to others in and outside of
the team. If needed, we can reassess the
team’s improvement in a few months.

Asia-Pacific managers of an Italian
firm discuss cultural profiles in
Shanghai, China

A few of our past and present clients
AB InBev | AkzoNobel | Alcatel-Lucent | ASYS | Bayer | Benteler | BMW | Bracco |
Calyon | Carrefour | Covestro | Danieli | DEIF | DSM | Ecco | EY | Ferrero | GEA |
Henkel | IKEA | Logitech | New Look | Nissan | Nokia | Patek Philippe | Pepsico |
Peugeot-Citroën | Scania | Schneider Electric | Schuler | ThyssenKrupp TK | Voith
| Wacker | WEG | Walt Disney | ZF
European and Asian leaders hard
at work prioritising leadership
values in Budapest, Hungary
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